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INTRODUCTION to FIXED INCOME ANALYTICS

With the Second Edition of Introduction to Fixed Income Analytics, Frank Fabozzi and Steven Mann return with a fully updated guide to the discipline of fixed income analysis. Written for both financial professionals and fixed income newcomers, this essential resource carefully covers the crucial elements of today’s complex bond marketplace—from the various issues associated with investing in fixed income securities to the fundamentals of valuation and interest rate risk.

Fabozzi and Mann offer invaluable fixed income insights, with discussions of relative value analysis and value-at-risk measures; analysis of mortgage-backed and asset-backed securities, convertible fixed income securities, and volatility estimation; and information on instruments like Treasury inflation-protected securities (TIPS). They also highlight one of the most popular systems relied upon by fixed income professionals—the Bloomberg Terminal—and tie in important analytics and functionality.

The fixed income market is one of the largest in the world. It spans many sectors, from Treasuries to mortgages to high yield bonds. If you want to gain a firm understanding of the tools and techniques needed to succeed in this field, look no further than Introduction to Fixed Income Analytics, Second Edition.
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Participants in the fixed income market are inundated with terms and concepts in both the popular press and, more typically, in research reports and professional journal articles. Making life more difficult for professionals in this market sector is the fact that for some important analytical concepts, the same concept is referred to in different ways by different dealer firms and asset management firms. The purpose of this book is to describe the key analytical concepts used in the fixed income market and illustrate how they are computed. The book is not only intended for professionals but also newcomers to the field. It is for this reason that we provide end of chapter questions.

Although market professionals often want a walk through demonstration of how a metric is computed, once they are comfortable with the concept and its computation, professionals then rely on vendors of analytical systems. Probably the most popular system relied upon by fixed income professionals is the Bloomberg System. For this reason, every chapter ties in the analytical concepts that are available on Bloomberg and walks the reader through the relevant Bloomberg screens. We want to thank Bloomberg Financial for granting us permission to reproduce the screens that we used in our exhibits.

We begin the book with an explanation of the most basic concept in finance: the time value of money. In Chapter 2, we describe yield curve analysis, discussing the importance of spot rates and forward rates. The fixed income market has adopted various conventions for determining the number of days when computing accrued interest when trades are settled. These market conventions are the subject of Chapter 3.

The basics of bond valuation are covered in Chapter 4. Our focus in this chapter is on option-free bonds (i.e., bonds that are not callable, puttable or convertible) and that have a fixed coupon rate. Yield measures for bonds are covered in Chapter 5.

The analysis of floating rate securities and bonds whose coupon interest is linked to some inflation measure are the subjects of Chapters 6 and 14, respectively. Bonds with embedded options are the subjects of Chapters 7, 9, and 10. Chapter 7 explains how to analyze callable and putable agency and corporate bonds. All residential mortgage-backed securities and certain